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Abstract—This paper presents an investigation of the finite-
control-set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) of a five-phase
induction motor drive. Specifically, performance with regard
to different selections of inverter switching states is investi-
gated. The motor is operated under rotor flux orientation, and
both flux/torque producing (d−q) and nonflux/torque producing
(x−y) currents are included into the quadratic cost function.
The performance is evaluated on the basis of the primary plane,
secondary plane, and phase (average) current ripples, across the
full inverter’s linear operating region under constant flux–torque
operation. A secondary plane current ripple weighting factor is
added in the cost function, and its impact on all the studied
schemes is evaluated. Guidelines for the best switching state set
and weighting factor selections are thus established. All the consid-
erations are accompanied with both simulation and experimental
results, which are further compared with the steady-state and
transient performance of a proportional-integral pulsewidth mod-
ulation (PI-PWM)-based current control scheme. While a better
transient performance is obtained with FCS-MPC, steady-state
performance is always superior with PI-PWM control. It is argued
that this is inevitable in multiphase drives in general, due to the
existence of nonflux/torque producing current components.

Index Terms—Current control, model predictive control (MPC),
multiphase inverters, multiphase machines, weighting factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPHASE motor drives have received substantial
attention during the last decade [1]. The good features

of multiphase machines include low torque pulsations, means
for inherently fault-tolerant operation, and better power distri-
bution per phase [2]. A unique feature of multiphase machines,
when compared with the conventional three-phase counter-
part, is a higher number of degrees of freedom in electrical
quantities [2].
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In the field of power electronics and drives, model predictive
control (MPC) has by now become an established control
technique [3]. Previous MPC research in the multiphase drive
area predominantly relates to the closed-loop current control of
a dual three-phase (asymmetrical six-phase) induction machine
with two isolated neutral points. Stationary (α−β−x−y) cur-
rent control, with only switching states that correspond to the
largest voltage vectors (and zero vector), was experimentally
studied in [4]–[6]. However, the impact of using only the
reduced set of switching states is not analyzed in detail. In [7]
and [8], pulsewidth modulation (PWM) was integrated into the
finite-control-set MPC (FCS-MPC) scheme(s) for the purposes
of constant switching frequency and zeroing of average x−y
voltages. The same group of switching states, as in [4] and [5],
was taken as the MPC’s input set. A later work [9] has made an
attempt to include all switching states in the MPC’s optimiza-
tion over a long time window. However, in each optimization
cycle, a restrained search technique was introduced to enable
on-the-fly switching state selection according to the predefined
criteria, such as allowing only one commutation per inverter leg
and no consecutive commutations in any leg. In other words,
not all available switching states were considered by the MPC
in each optimization cycle; instead, only 6, 11, or 16 switching
states were included, depending on the predefined criteria. The
search method reduced significantly the computational time of
the FCS-MPC, which is usually high.

FCS-MPC has been also explored to some extent in conjunc-
tion with a five-phase induction motor drive. In [10], a pre-
dictive torque control algorithm is reported, and performance
is experimentally investigated. Next, a synchronous current
control scheme with a full set of switching states taken as
the control input set of the FCS-MPC was addressed in [11]
and [12], using simulation and experiments, respectively. Some
other MPC-related works, which used a five-phase RL load,
include [13] and [14]. Their focus was on algorithm’s feasibil-
ity and simplification instead of drive’s performance. Another
study that used a five-leg inverter investigated the FCS-MPC-
based current control of a two-motor three-phase motor drive
with a common inverter leg [15]. That topology has the same
number of electrical degrees of freedom as the five-phase and
dual three-phase motor drives, i.e., four.

A multiphase system, even when supplied from a two-level
inverter, is characterized by a high number of switching states.
Space vector representation describes the multiphase system us-
ing multiple planes, i.e., primary (α−β) and secondary (x−y)
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Fig. 1. Synchronous current control of a five-phase induction motor using (a) FCS-MPC and (b) the PI-PWM control. Both control schemes operate in the
rotor flux reference frame and control all four axis components of the stator currents. “Dec.” block corresponds to the standard voltage decoupling terms, i.e.,
vsd,dec = ωrfσLsisq and vsq,dec = ωrfLsisd, where ωrf = ωre + ω∗

sl.

planes. In a distributed-winding machine, only the primary
plane is involved in the electromechanical energy conversion
process while the secondary planes are not. Thus, the secondary
plane currents are kept at zero, typically by using additional
current controllers.

In this paper, the FCS-MPC with rotor field orientation
applied to a five-phase induction motor with two-level voltage
source inverter (VSI) supply is investigated. Both synchronous
d- and q-axis currents and stationary x- and y-axis currents are
considered by a single quadratic cost function. On the basis
of the provided literature survey, it follows that the existing
works have considered a significantly reduced set of inverter
switching states as the input of the FCS-MPC-based current
control scheme. No proper evaluation or comparison of the
drive performance when all switching states and when reduced
sets of switching states are used has ever been performed.
Typical selection of only large vectors (plus zero vector) keeps
the algorithm complexity at the minimum (comparable with
a three-phase drive), and it is purely based on the intuitive
reasoning that follows from five-phase inverter space vector
PWM [16]: large voltage vectors of the flux/torque producing
plane map into small voltage vectors in the nonflux/torque
producing plane; hence, they will do the least damage with
regard to excitation of the secondary plane currents. The first
objective of this paper is, therefore, to investigate drive be-
havior when both the full and reduced sets of switching states
are used.

The second objective is to investigate the impact of the
weighting factor, which is introduced in the cost function to
control the current errors in the nonflux/torque producing plane,
on the overall drive performance. Such a weighting factor has
already been used in some works [4], [8], [9], but its value
appears to have always been selected in an ad hoc manner. The

only previous papers where the issue has been studied to some
extent were purely based on simulations [4], [11].

The considered schemes are compared on the basis of the
primary plane, secondary plane, and phase current ripples,
and the average switching frequencies of the schemes are also
considered. The FCS-MPC based on the input switching state
set that yields minimum current ripple is then selected for
detailed evaluation, and its performance is compared with a
proportional-integral PWM (PI-PWM) current control scheme
in both steady-state and transient operations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the predictive model, cost function, control input set,
performance criteria, and the PI-PWM current control design.
Section III describes the current ripple investigation in relation
to the control input set and weighting factor. Section IV shows
the steady-state and transient comparison of the two control
schemes and includes a study of the parameter detuning effects.
Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODELS AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The drive under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
which also corresponds to the experimental system layout.

It is well understood that the computational time of FCS-
MPC is significant compared to the short sampling period in
drive applications. Thus, it becomes improper to implement
the optimization outcome within the same sampling period
in which the mathematical optimization has been done. A
common way to overcome this problem is by employing a two-
step-ahead prediction strategy. This is, in essence, addition of
one stage of prediction prior to execution of the MPC algorithm.
This prediction is based on the feedback variables from mea-
surements (some of them can be just predicted values) and the
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known switching state that is being implemented. These first-
step predicted variables will be used as the commencing state
of the MPC algorithm, irrespective of the prediction horizon’s
length. Models and cost function in the MPC are given in what
follows in discrete sampling step notation, accounting for the
two-step-ahead prediction strategy.

A. Five-Phase Induction Motor Model

At sampling instant kT , where T is the sampling time, X(k),
which consists of measured (and transformed) axis currents and
previously predicted rotor flux d-component, and U(k), which
consists of the axis voltages being applied from t = kT to
t = (k + 1)T , are used to obtain the first-step predicted state
X(k + 1). Next, this is used by the MPC algorithm, together
with a set of axis voltages (control inputs) U(k + 1), to predict
the first horizon axis currents that are required in the cost
function. The axis voltages U are obtained from the inverter
model in Section II-B. The predictive model is assumed to be
time-invariant across the prediction horizon, which also means
that the rotor (ωre) and slip (ωsl) speeds, which change with
time, remain constant throughout the horizon. Thus, Fk at
sampling time instant kT is used in the second-step prediction.
The discrete state space model of the motor is

X(k + 2) = Fk ·X(k + 1) +G · U(k + 1)

Y (k + 2) = H ·X(k + 2)

X(k + 2) = [isd,k+2 isq,k+2 isx,k+2 isy,k+2 λrd,k+2]
T

Y (k + 2) = [isd,k+2 isq,k+2 isx,k+2 isy,k+2]
T

U(k + 1) = [vsd,k+1 vsq,k+1 vsx,k+1 vsy,k+1]
T

Fk=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1+T ·A1 T ·A2 0 0 T ·A3

−T ·A2 1+T ·A1 0 0 −T ·A4

0 0 1− T ·Rs

Lls
0 0

0 0 0 1− T ·Rs

Lls
0

T ·Lm

Tr
0 0 0 1− T

Tr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

T
σLs

0 0 0

0 T
σLs

0 0

0 0 T
Lls

0

0 0 0 T
Lls

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

H =

⎡
⎢⎣
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎦ . (1)

The coefficients are defined as

Ls =Lls + Lm Lr = Llr + Lm

σ =1− L2
m

LsLr
A1 = −

(
1

σTs
+

1− σ

σTr

)

A2 = ωre,k + ω∗
sl,k

Ts =
Ls

Rs
A3 =

1− σ

σLmTr

Tr =
Lr

Rr
A4 =

ωre,k(1− σ)

σLm
(2)

where Rs and Rr are stator and rotor winding resistances,
respectively; Lls, Llr, and Lm are stator leakage inductance,
rotor leakage inductance, and mutual inductance, respectively;
Ts and Tr are stator and rotor time constants; and σ is the total
leakage coefficient.

Model (1) is obtained by a forward-Euler discretization of
the continuous time-domain model of the five-phase induction
machine [1], which yields the discrete model in the rotating
reference frame detailed in [12]. However, note that the q-axis
rotor flux is not predicted in (1) as indirect rotor flux orientation
principle is applied. The used slip speed in (1) and (2) is the
feed-forward slip speed, so that the assumption of the zero
q-axis rotor flux is indirectly included in the model. Based on
model (1), control input at t = (k + 1)T will only affect the
rotor flux vector components at t = (k + 3)T , while the cost
function considers only predicted variables at t = (k + 2)T .
Since neither measurements nor observer feedbacks are avail-
able to correct the rotor flux prediction, a possible approach to
be considered in the future would be to include the predicted
q-axis rotor flux component into the cost function, since its
reference is always zero under field orientation. To do so, how-
ever, a minimum of two prediction horizons is required. This
cannot be easily accomplished in multiphase drive applications,
as hundreds/thousands of prediction and cost computations are
required. The MPC without the prediction of the q-axis rotor
flux has already been compared with the full model in [11],
and no difference in the resulting performance was observed.
As a result, the reduced model with one prediction horizon is
adopted. A similar model was used in [17], but for a three-phase
induction motor.

B. Five-Phase Inverter Model

Each two-level inverter leg has two switching states. Thus,
for a five-phase VSI, there are 32 possible switching combina-
tions. Each of the three MPC schemes, which will be described
in Section II-D, uses a subset of the 32 switching states as its
control input set.

A model of a five-phase inverter, which corresponds to
U(k + 1) in (1), is presented next. At sampling instant kT , with
one prediction horizon, the MPC is trying to find the switching
state, which has the lowest cost at t = (k + 2)T , to be imple-
mented at t = (k + 1)T . The speed of the synchronous (rotor
flux) oriented reference frame, i.e., ωre,k + ω∗

sl,k, is assumed
to be constant. By applying decoupling transformation (C)
and rotational transformation (Rk+1) [1] on machine phase-to-
neutral voltages, U(k + 1) is obtained in the form:

⎡
⎢⎣
vsd,k+1

vsq,k+1

vsx,k+1

vsy,k+1

⎤
⎥⎦

=
1

5
VdcRk+1C

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

4 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 4 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 4 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 4 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

sA
sB
sC
sD
sE

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)
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where Vdc is the dc-bus voltage, and si = {0, 1} defines the
ith inverter leg switching state, where i = {A,B,C,D,E}.
Transformation matrices C and Rk+1 are governed by

C =
2

5

⎡
⎢⎣
1 cos( 2π5 ) cos( 4π5 ) cos( 6π5 ) cos( 8π5 )
0 sin( 2π5 ) sin( 4π5 ) sin( 6π5 ) sin( 8π5 )
1 cos( 4π5 ) cos( 8π5 ) cos( 2π5 ) cos( 6π5 )
0 sin( 4π5 ) sin( 8π5 ) sin( 2π5 ) sin( 6π5 )

⎤
⎥⎦

(4a)

Rk+1 =

⎡
⎢⎣

cos θrf,k+1 sin θrf,k+1 0 0
− sin θrf,k+1 cos θrf,k+1 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ (4b)

where θrf,k+1 is the transformation angle at t = (k + 1)T .
The slip speed at sampling instant kT is calculated using (all
variables with an asterisk in the superscript are the reference
quantities)

ω∗
sl,k = i∗sq,k/

(
Tri

∗
sd,k

)
. (5)

θsl,k is obtained using trapezoidal rule, i.e.,

θsl,k = θsl,k−1 +
1

2
T ·

(
ω∗
sl,k−1 + ω∗

sl,k

)
. (6)

The rotor flux position at sampling instant kT is

θrf,k = θre,k + θsl,k. (7)

θrf,k is also used for rotational transformation of measured
phase currents at sampling instant kT , to form part of the state
variables X(k). Since ωre and ω∗

sl are constant throughout the
prediction horizon, θrf,k+1 is obtained using

θrf,k+1 = θrf,k + T ·
(
ωre,k + ω∗

sl,k

)
. (8)

Note that, if a longer prediction horizon (> 1) is desired, a
proper formulation of future horizon synchronous reference
frame voltages (in cases of synchronous current control) or
future horizon stationary current references (in cases of sta-
tionary current control with field orientation) is necessary, with
attention being paid to the future rotational transformation
angle. Expression (8) is only applicable for the first horizon’s
rotational transformation.

It is to be noted that the zero switching states “00000”
and “11111” are redundant states. Thus, only one of them
is considered in the MPC optimization process (“00000” is
selected). In implementation, however, whenever a zero switch-
ing state is required, the one that requires a lower number of
commutations will be applied. For example, following two-
step-ahead prediction time notation, if switching state “01111”
is being realized at t = kT and a zero switching state has been
chosen to be implemented at t = (k + 1)T , then “11111” is
preferred over “00000.”

C. Cost Function and Wxy Weighting Factor

Once when the prediction and control time horizons are set,
the cost function remains as the only tuning tool that exists

Fig. 2. Projections of inverter voltage space vectors in the two planes for
vectors used in the three MPC schemes in Table II.

in the MPC. Typically, two forms of cost function are used,
i.e., linear and quadratic. In this paper, there are four current
error terms and up to 32 switching states to be considered. The
x- and y-axis current control is necessary to eliminate low-order
current harmonics that can be caused by dead time and machine
asymmetry [18]. The quadratic form is chosen here as it can
provide better insight into the cost values [19], particularly in
more complex optimization problems such as this one. The cost
function J is defined as

J =
(
i∗sd,k+2 − isd,k+2

)2
+
(
i∗sq,k+2 − isq,k+2

)2
+Wxy

[(
i∗sx,k+2 − isx,k+2

)2
+
(
i∗sy,k+2 − isy,k+2

)2]
. (9)

References for x−y currents in (9) are identically equal to
zero at all times. A Wxy weighting factor is introduced to alter
(typically to lower) the importance of the secondary (x−y)
plane currents with respect to the primary (d−q) plane currents.
The need for this weighting factor stems from the nature of a
five-phase inverter, where each active space vector maps into
both planes [16], according to Fig. 2. If PWM is used, the
average voltage in the x−y plane can be easily zeroed by
using four active vectors and a zero vector in each switching
period [16]. However, in FCS-MPC, there is no modulation,
and every chosen switching state is applied across a fixed time
period. This produces, per sampling period, average voltages in
both planes. The same applies to the case when two switching
states per sampling period are used (see the FCS-MPC of a
dual three-phase drive in [6]). On the other hand, flux/torque
producing currents in the primary plane have higher priority
than those in the secondary plane(s). Hence, weighting factor
Wxy has to be properly adjusted, so that the drive gives a good
output torque quality but with reasonably small secondary plane
current ripples. Setting a lower Wxy allocates the higher effort
and resource from the VSI toward the currents in the primary
plane than the secondary plane(s).

A straightforward implication of this discussion is that the
current ripple performance of the FCS-MPC in a multiphase
drive will be only comparable with the standard control scheme
with PWM if a much higher sampling frequency (and higher
switching frequency) is used. This is, however, constrained by
the computational burden due to the high number of switching
states.
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TABLE I
SPACE VECTOR GROUPS AND CORRESPONDING SWITCHING STATES

TABLE II
CONSIDERED FCS-MPC SCHEMES WITH REGARD TO THE

SWITCHING STATE SETS

D. Input Switching State Sets and MPC Schemes

The voltage vectors of the 32 switching states are decom-
posed into the primary and secondary planes using vector
space decomposition matrix C of (4a) in complex form. Their
projections in the two planes are shown in Fig. 2. The switching
states are categorized, based on the primary plane voltage
vectors’ magnitude, into groups of S (small), M (medium), L
(large), and Zero, as summarized in Table I. Three FCS-MPC
schemes that use different combinations of these switching
states are studied further on. The FCS-MPC that uses all the
(S +M + L+ Zero) switching states is termed as MPC-31.
Next, it has been demonstrated in a previous work [5] with dual
three-phase drive that an equivalent (L+ Zero) switching state
set is feasible. Hence, a similar scheme is studied here for a five-
phase drive (MPC-11). Finally, it has been shown in [11] that
FCS-MPC occasionally uses only two adjacent sets of active
switching states; thus, MPC-21, which uses (M + L+ Zero)
switching states, is introduced and investigated as the third
possible choice. The schemes are summarized in Table II. They
are compared on the basis of the primary plane, secondary
plane, and average phase current ripples. An effort has also been
made to compare their average switching frequency.

E. Performance Criteria

The primary plane (d−q) current ripple is defined as

1√
2

√
[RMS (isd−mean(isd))]

2+[RMS (isq−mean(isq))]
2.

(10)

The mean values of the d- and q-axis currents in (10) essen-
tially represent dc-component equivalents of the fundamental
harmonic in the primary plane. Thus, removing them from the
primary plane d- and q-axis currents yields the higher order

harmonics, or ripple. Next, the secondary plane (x−y) current
ripple is defined as

1√
2

√
[RMS(isx)]

2 + [RMS(isy)]
2 (11)

where it is assumed that the mean values of x- and y-axis
currents are always zero. Since phase currents of the machine
do not have identical harmonic content, only the average phase
current ripple can be determined, and it is defined as (12), as
shown at the bottom of the page. The current samples for the
ripple calculations are obtained from a common time window
that contains an integer multiple of the fundamental period.

Considering that the induction motor is vector-controlled
with constant flux current, which here has a comparable mag-
nitude with the torque current, the fundamental current has
relatively small amplitude change throughout the operating
range. In contrast, the fundamental frequency changes in a
wide range, i.e., 0–50 Hz. In addition, the stator fundamental
frequency indirectly determines the composition of the applied
active vectors from the groups of S, M , and L [11]. Hence,
a comparison of performance of all the FCS-MPC schemes is
done with respect to the stator fundamental frequency (which
governs the required fundamental voltage), rather than current,
using a variable weighting factor in (9).

F. Current Control With PI-PWM

Ideally, a distributed winding five-phase inductor motor can
be controlled by using only one pair of PI controllers for the
primary plane (d−q) currents. However, it has been shown
in [18] that numerous nonideal properties can cause the flow
of the undesired secondary plane (x−y) currents. Even with
a perfectly symmetrical machine, inverter dead-time effect
will inevitably cause low-order harmonics in the secondary
plane. An alternative, based on the use of two pairs of current
controllers, both operated in the synchronous reference frame,
was therefore suggested in [18] as a solution, and this current
control scheme is adopted here. Hence, two pairs of current
controllers are utilized to improve the output current quality.

The complete PI-PWM control scheme is depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The PI-PWM control is implemented in the rotor-
flux-oriented reference frame, with the transformation angle ob-
tained using the standard feed-forward (indirect) field-oriented
control, as in (5) and (6). The stationary axis current com-
ponents are obtained from the measured phase currents using
the decoupling transformation (4a). Next, the primary plane
stationary axis currents isα and isβ are rotationally transformed
to the primary plane synchronous axis current components isd1
and isq1. These transformed currents are controlled by the
first pair of PI controllers, which thus govern flux and torque
production. The secondary plane current components isx and
isy are also transformed to the same rotating reference frame,

1√
2

√
[RMS (isd − mean(isd))]

2 + [RMS (isq − mean(isq))]
2 + [RMS(isx)]

2 + [RMS(isy)]
2 (12)
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS RELEVANT TO THE MPC ALGORITHMS

to form isd2 and isq2. The complete rotational transformation
matrix is [18]

R =

⎡
⎢⎣

cos θrf sin θrf 0 0
− sin θrf cos θrf 0 0

0 0 cos θrf sin θrf
0 0 − sin θrf cos θrf

⎤
⎥⎦ . (13)

It is well known that FCS-MPC has the fast dynamic control
ability. Therefore, to give fair comparison, the PI-PWM control
scheme is complemented with the standard stator voltage de-
coupling terms, in order to improve its dynamic performance.
The output of the PI-PWM control scheme consists of both
planes’ synchronous voltage references, which are rotationally
transformed back into the stationary reference frame. Phase
voltage references are formed next, and the PWM modulator
used is that of the carrier-based type with min–max injection.

The proportional and integral coefficients of the four PI
controllers are tuned using simulation and further fine-tuned
experimentally. The same values are used for each pair of the
current controllers in the simulations and experiments.

III. CONTROL INPUT SET AND WEIGHTING FACTOR

A dc-bus voltage of 400 V is used. The flux (d-axis) current is
set to

√
2 A (no-load magnetizing current at rated voltage). The

torque (q-axis) current is limited to
√

2 A. The x- and y-axis
current references are set to zero. Under the given conditions
and on the basis of the machine data (see Table III), the
fundamental frequency of the machine is theoretically limited
to the range of 0–40 Hz, to keep the inverter in the linear
operation (or, equivalently, in the linear modulation region), in
order to avoid excessive currents in the x−y plane.

The control algorithms are experimentally realized using a
five-phase induction motor, a laboratory prototype of a two-
level five-phase inverter, and a floating-point microcontroller
TMS320F28335 (residing in an ezdsp28335 kit). The inverter
is built from Semikron dual insulated-gate-bipolar-transistor
modules SKM100GB12T4 (1200 V, 100 A). Four phase cur-
rents are measured using current sensors LEM LA55P, and
the obtained outputs are buffered to the analog-to-digital con-
verter peripheral of the microcontroller. The rotor speed is
measured using a resolver, and the output signal is converted
to quadrature-encoder-pulse (QEP) type using a resolver-to-
digital converter (AD2S90). The emulated QEP signal is fed
to the eQEP peripheral of the microcontroller. As the standard
symmetrical carrier way of gate signal generation is not suitable
for FCS-MPC, the ePWM peripheral has additionally been

Fig. 3. Overall experimental setup (PMDC denotes permanent magnet dc
motor, which is operated as a generator).

modified to provide full controllability of the output gating
signals. The dead time, which was neglected in the simulations,
is set to 4 μs.

A. Machine Loading and Data Acquisition

The five-phase induction motor is mechanically coupled to
a permanent magnet dc generator (PMDC). Armature of the
PMDC is connected to a variable resistor bank. Given a con-
stant driving torque from the induction motor, the rotor speed
(and hence the stator fundamental frequency due to constant
flux–torque operation) can be adjusted almost linearly by the
load resistance value. In the experiments, the induction motor
is operated in the torque mode (no closed-loop speed control).
This enables a fair evaluation of the FCS-MPC performance
when used as the current controller. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 3. Table III shows the relevant parameters and
conditions that are used in the experimental predictive model
(and also in simulations).

The current measurements are sampled at 10 kHz by the DSP.
Four currents are measured, and this subsequently allows the
computation of stationary axis and synchronous axis current
components. Once when the data have been acquired, they are
plotted using a MATLAB plotting tool. On the other hand, fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of phase currents is directly performed
using an Agilent dynamic signal analyzer 35670 A, and the ob-
tained current spectrum is acquired and also replotted using the
MATLAB plotting tool. For better accuracy, the highest number
of lines (1600) and an integer number of fundamental cycles
of current samples in the acquisition window are ensured. The
latter minimizes any potential spectral leakage phenomenon.

B. Nonideal Properties in the Experiment

Some nonideal properties of the machine and the other
components in the experimental setup will lead to certain dis-
crepancies between the simulation and experimental results, as
shown shortly. In the experimental study, the stator fundamental
frequency is limited to the range of 0–35 Hz, since 40 Hz is
not realizable if linear inverter operation is to be maintained
with the given 400-V dc-bus voltage and

√
2-A flux current.

In essence, inverter dead time reduces the realizable maximum
fundamental voltage and is the source of this difference.
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Fig. 4. (Simulation) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-31 from 5- to 40-Hz stator fundamental frequencies with Wxy

varying from 0.1 to 1 (i∗sd = i∗sq =
√
2 A and i∗sx = i∗sy = 0 A).

Existence of dead time causes higher ripple in the plane
currents, particularly in the secondary plane, due to the low
leakage inductance [18]. Additionally, in the machine used,
there is a pronounced rotor slot harmonic effect, particularly
at high load operation. The model of the machine, used in
the FCS-MPC, does not account for these nonideal properties,
which however cause higher current ripples in the experimental
results.

C. Simulation and Experimental Results

The performance of the FCS-MPC is evaluated, based on the
current ripples, against varying stator fundamental frequency
and weighting factor Wxy . The simulations have been done
from 5 to 40 Hz with 5-Hz increments. Instants of constant
load torque application to the machine are varied, so that
the desired rotor speeds and thus the stator frequencies are
obtained. Weighting factor Wxy is varied from 0.1 to 1 in steps
of 0.1 for each fundamental frequency, in all the schemes. The
selection of 10 kHz as the MPC sampling period is based on the
shortest period achievable by the DSP in the experiments for
the most computationally demanding scheme, i.e., MPC-31.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the 3-D plots of current ripples in
MPC-31 and MPC-11, respectively. The effect of the stator
fundamental frequency on the current ripple characteristics is
not pronounced, except in MPC-11 at low Wxy (0.1–0.2). As
the stator fundamental frequency increases, the required stator
fundamental voltage increases as well, but the stator fundamen-
tal frequency still has insignificant impact on the plane and
phase current ripples.

Weighting factor Wxy has more pronounced impact than the
stator fundamental frequency on all the schemes. Fig. 4(a) and
(b) show that, as Wxy in the MPC-31 decreases from 1 to 0.1,
the primary plane current ripple decreases by about 40%, while
the secondary plane current ripple increases by about 70%. This
results in an increase in the average phase current ripple by

Fig. 5. (Simulation) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-11 (conditions as in Fig. 4).

approximately 30% [see Fig. 4(c)]. However, the phase current
ripple remains essentially constant for Wxy from 1.0 to 0.5.
In other words, setting of Wxy as 0.5 can result in, without
increase in the overall phase current ripple, redistribution of
some current ripple from the primary plane to the secondary
plane. This favors the objective of better torque quality. Wxy

can be further reduced if better ripple behavior of the primary
plane currents and torque is required, but at the expense of
higher secondary plane current ripple.

To the contrary, tuning of Wxy in MPC-11 appears to be
unnecessary, since the value of 1 is optimal. Fig. 5(a) and (b)
show that the primary plane current ripple remains about the
same throughout the range of Wxy , but the secondary plane
current ripple increases with Wxy decrease nearly two times.
The phase current ripple [see Fig. 5(c)] increases in a similar
manner. Hence, there appears to be no reason to use smaller
Wxy as the best control outcome is obtained at equal-plane
weighting condition, i.e., Wxy = 1. This value does fit with the
one used in an ad hoc manner in [5] and [6]. The primary plane
and phase current ripples of MPC-11, even with Wxy = 1, are
still significantly higher than for MPC-31.

Next, the plane and phase current ripples of MPC-21 are
shown in Fig. 6. They have, for all practical considerations, the
same behavior as MPC-31 not only in both planes individually,
but for the average phase current ripple as well. This implies
that the S group of switching states does not need to be included
in the control input set.

Fig. 7 shows the experimentally obtained current ripples
for MPC-31. Plane and phase current ripples show slight
dependence on the stator fundamental frequency, which was
not evident in the simulation results. This is explained by
the nonideal properties (dead time and rotor slot harmonics)
that are present in the experiment. At Wxy = 1, both plane
current ripples have similar magnitude. The primary plane
current ripple decreases by about 30% while the secondary
plane current ripple increases by about 75% as Wxy changes
from 1 to 0.1, while the average phase current ripple increases
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Fig. 6. (Simulation) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-21 (conditions as in Fig. 4).

Fig. 7. (Experiment) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-31 from 5- to 35-Hz stator fundamental frequencies with Wxy

varying from 0.1 to 1 (i∗sd = i∗sq =
√
2 A and i∗sx = i∗sy = 0 A).

by approximately 35% [see Fig. 7(c)]. The experimental results
confirm the finding of the simulation study that decreasing Wxy

from 1 to 0.5 reduces the primary plane current ripple while
keeping the average phase current ripple practically unchanged.
The experimental 3-D plots in Fig. 7 closely follow the trends
of the simulation results in Fig. 4, while there is an upward shift
in the actual ripple values, attributed to the phenomena that are
not modeled.

Fig. 8 shows the experimental results for MPC-11. The
primary plane current ripple [see Fig. 8(a)] depends marginally
on Wxy , i.e., the ripple slightly decreases with decreasing
Wxy , in contrast to the independence in the simulation. The
primary current ripple is still always higher in MPC-11 than in
MPC-31, thus confirming the simulation findings. The sec-
ondary plane current ripple [see Fig. 8(b)] shows the same
behavior with regard to Wxy dependence, as in the simulation

Fig. 8. (Experiment) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-11 (conditions as in Fig. 7).

Fig. 9. (Experiment) Summary of ripple characteristics of (a) the primary
plane currents, (b) the secondary plane currents, and (c) the average phase
current of MPC-21 (conditions as in Fig. 7).

results in Fig. 5(b). Similarly, the average phase current ripple
increases drastically with reduction in Wxy , thus showing a
good agreement with Fig. 5(c). Hence, the weighting factor
of MPC-11 has to be kept around the value of 1, to avoid
exceptionally high secondary plane and, consequently, phase
current ripples.

Results for the MPC-21 are summarized in Fig. 9. It can
be seen that current ripples are for all practical purposes the
same as with MPC-31 in Fig. 7. This confirms that the S-group
switching states can be excluded, even in the actual implemen-
tation, regardless of the nonideal properties of the drive system.

For all the schemes, there is no dynamic restriction on how
the voltage vector can change, i.e., no imposed restriction on
the future selectable switching states [9] or voltage vectors
[20], in relation to the previous/present ones. There is also
no switching-stress-related term in the cost function. For these
reasons, all the schemes will have a very similar transient
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE SWITCHING FREQUENCY FOR MPC-31,

MPC-21, AND MPC-11

performance and the same maximum switching frequency of
f/2 (where f is the sampling frequency). However, the typical
average switching frequency of FCS-MPC usually remains
around 0.2f−0.3f , depending on the operating point. Table IV
summarizes the range of average switching frequency for all
considered schemes, which was obtained in the simulations
and experiments. For all schemes, the switching frequency is
higher in the experiments than in the simulations. This is in fact
expected due to the discussed nonideal properties of the system.

Another important observation is that, although MPC-11
uses only the smallest x−y voltage vectors, the resulting sec-
ondary plane current ripples are still slightly higher than with
the other two schemes, even at Wxy = 1. This is evident in both
the simulation (see Fig. 5) and experimental (see Fig. 8) results.
As a conclusion, it follows that using only (L+ Zero) vectors
in FCS-MPC (the most common approach until now) does not
result in the lowest current ripple. It is therefore recommended
to include at least the switching states of (M + L+ Zero)
groups in the input set of the predictive controller, for the best
compromise between the performance and complexity. This is,
in a way, an expected conclusion, since the standard PWM
for five-phase VSIs [16] also uses (M + L+ Zero) switching
states without any S vectors.

IV. COMPARISON WITH PI-PWM CONTROL

A. Conditions of Comparisons

It has been concluded in Section III-C that MPC-31 and
MPC-21 give practically the same performance, although the
latter uses a smaller input set. Nevertheless, to ensure that the
best possible performance of the FCS-MPC is compared with
the PI-based current control, MPC-31 is used here. The Wxy

factor is set to 0.5, since it has been concluded that this value
gives practically the same phase current ripple as the case with
Wxy = 1, with 15% smaller primary plane current ripples but
15% higher secondary plane current ripples.

For PI-PWM control, coefficients for the primary plane
current (isd1 and isq1) controllers are set as equal, i.e., kp1 = 1
and ki1 = 0.01, whereas coefficients for the secondary current
(isd2 and isq2) controllers are kp2 = 0.5 and ki2 = 0.01. The
PWM switching frequency is set to 2.5 kHz [roughly the
midpoint value of the MPC-31 experimental average switching
frequencies of 1.95–3.7 kHz (see Table IV)]. The current ripple
performance of the two control schemes in steady state is
compared first.

B. Steady-State Performance Comparison

The current ripples of both control schemes are studied by
simulation and experimentally. The drive is operated in con-

Fig. 10. (Simulation and experiment) Comparison of (a) the primary plane
current ripple, (b) the secondary plane current ripple, and (c) the average phase
current ripple for the MPC-31 and PI-PWM control. The data apply to the same
conditions as in Figs. 4–9.

Fig. 11. (Simulation) Steady-state α- and x-axis currents for (a) MPC-31 with
Wxy = 0.5 and (b) PI-PWM control at 30-Hz stator fundamental frequency
(current references as in Fig. 4).

stant flux–torque mode with current references of i∗sd = i∗sq =√
2 A (i∗sd1 = i∗sq1 =

√
2 A) and i∗sx = i∗sy = 0 A (i∗sd2 =

i∗sq2 = 0 A). Fig. 10 summarizes the obtained primary plane,
secondary plane, and average phase current ripples for the
MPC-31 with Wxy = 0.5 and the PI-PWM control for different
operating frequency. It should be noted that the average phase
current ripple can be related to the current total harmonic dis-
tortion (THD) due to common fundamental current magnitude
(constant current references).

Fig. 10 shows that the operating frequency (i.e., stator
fundamental frequency) affects the resulting current ripple
characteristic of the PI-PWM control, which was obtained
by simulation, significantly. The primary plane current ripple
varies only slightly, but the secondary plane current ripple
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Fig. 12. (Experiment) Comparison of steady-state currents at 5-Hz operation. The machine is loaded with the same load torque as in Fig. 7. (a) Phase-a current
waveform. (b) FFT of the phase-a current. MPC-31 results are on the left, whereas PI-PWM results are on the right.

increases with an increase in the operating frequency. The
phase current ripple increases almost linearly by 400% with
the operating frequency. It is worth mentioning that the current
ripple characteristic is dependent on the utilized PWM tech-
nique. The PWM utilized here gives practically the same ripple
characteristic as does the space vector PWM, which is based
on the use of two large and two medium voltage vectors in
each switching period [16], [21] (the current ripple study in [21]
utilized the same five-phase induction machine as used here).

In general, MPC-31 gives higher current ripple than PI-PWM
control in simulations. It should be noted that the range of
the MPC-31’s average switching frequency is, in simulations,
only 0.65–2.6 kHz, whereas the PI-PWM control operates with
2.5-kHz switching frequency. A much better simulation ripple
performance is attained by the PI-PWM control, particularly
at low operating frequency at the expense of higher switching
stress. Nevertheless, one should notice that, at a 30-Hz op-
erating point, the two control schemes have almost the same
average switching frequencies (2.25 versus 2.5 kHz), but the
PI-PWM control still excels over the MPC-31 by 112% in the
phase current ripple. The corresponding time-domain α- and
x-axis current waveforms are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10 also includes the experimental results. The current
ripples of MPC-31 are consistently higher than those of the PI-
PWM control and this agrees with the trend in the simulation
results, although the experimental values are higher. However,
experimental results do not show frequency dependence of
ripple for PI-PWM control in the second plane and hence in
the phase current as well. This is believed to be due to the
already mentioned unmodeled phenomena (dead time and rotor
slot harmonics).

Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) show the experimental phase-a cur-
rents for both control schemes at 5- and 30-Hz operations,
respectively, with Figs. 12(b) and 13(b) showing their spectra.
The fundamental components (values of which are given in the
figures) are practically the same. The shown spectra verify the

broad and continuous spectral nature of the MPC-31, which
contrasts with the discrete spectrum of the PI-PWM control.
In the latter case, some low-order harmonics exist in addition
to the switching-frequency-related harmonics. They have been
found to appear exactly at the frequencies of the rotor slot
harmonics (which are rotor speed and stator fundamental fre-
quency dependent [22]). On the other hand, these low-order
harmonics are, in essence, absent for MPC-31, which means
that the MPC-31 manages to suppress them. This proves that
the FCS-MPC has a higher control bandwidth.

Fig. 13(c) shows the phase-a voltages of both control
schemes for 30-Hz operation. The voltages are measured using
a high-voltage differential probe and a 2.5-MHz oscilloscope
(GW-Instek GDS-1062A). The corresponding FFT spectra (ob-
tained using the MATLAB FFT) are shown in Fig. 13(d). Two
very different voltage waveforms and spectra for the two control
schemes stem from the distinctly different ways in which they
control the VSI. For the MPC-31 case, there exist two dense
regions of voltage harmonics around 1 and 5 kHz. This corre-
lates well with the average switching frequency at this operating
point, which is determined separately as 2.2 kHz. On the other
hand, a typical PWM waveform results with PI-PWM control,
and the spectrum contains the pronounced discrete harmonics
in sidebands around the multiples of the switching frequency.

C. Transient Performance Comparison

Transient performance of the two control schemes in torque
mode of operation is discussed. The total armature resistance of
the dc generator is set to a high value, so that the load torque
exerted on the induction motor is small. This gives a light-
load operation (but with variable load torque) and thus faster
speed transients. Current references for both schemes are set
in the following manner: d-axis references (i∗sd or i∗sd1) are
set to

√
2 A; q-axis current references (i∗sq or i∗sq1) are zero

at time instant 0 s. Then, they are set to 2
√
2 A, from 0.1
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Fig. 13. (Experiment) Comparison of steady-state phase-a currents and voltages at 30-Hz operation. The machine is loaded with the same load torque as in
Fig. 7. (a) Phase-a current waveform. (b) FFT of phase-a current. (c) Phase-a voltage waveform. (d) Corresponding FFT of the phase-a voltage. MPC-31 results
are on the left, whereas PI-PWM results are on the right.

to 0.5 s, and are further stepped to −2
√
2 A to give a speed

reversal. They remain constant from 0.5 to 1.1 s, and then,
they are stepped back to 2

√
2 A again. At 1.3 s, they are set

to zero. It should be noted that the d-axis current is applied
long before 0 s to establish the constant rotor flux before the
torque command application. In addition, a higher magnitude
of the q-axis current than the one used in previous study is used
here, in order to give a faster speed transient. This is, however,
followed by higher current ripples due to the increased rotor
slot harmonics.

Fig. 14(a) shows the traces of the measured d- and q-axis
currents during the experimental transient test for the MPC-31.
The q-axis current exhibits a fast tracking response to the
reference steps without any prolonged overshoot. In addition,
the d-axis current is virtually undisturbed during the q-axis
current transients. However, the ripple of the d-axis current is
higher upon the injection of the q-axis current. This is caused

by the existence of nonideal properties and the use of the single
cost function governing all four current components. α-axis,
x-axis, and phase-a currents are shown in Fig. 14(b) and (c).
Similarly, the higher ripple of x-axis current is due to the
previously mentioned reasons. The corresponding motor speed,
as illustrated in Fig. 14(d), shows a near-linear speed response
(the load torque is small, but is speed dependent).

The current and speed traces for the PI-PWM control are
shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 15(a) reveals a very small interference
between d- and q-axis currents during q-axis current steps, de-
spite the inclusion of the dynamic decoupling terms. One may
notice that the magnitude of the x-axis current becomes slightly
larger during transients, e.g., around 0.5 s. This is explained by
the smaller control bandwidth of PI controllers in regulating the
disturbed secondary plane currents. Fig. 15(b) and (c) verify the
presence of numerous nonideal properties, which have caused
higher ripple in the x-axis and phase currents. Fig. 15(d) shows
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Fig. 14. (Experiment) Transient response of the MPC-31 for the current commands of i∗sd =
√
2 A, i∗sx = i∗sy = 0 A, i∗sq = 0 (0–0.1 s), 2

√
2 A (0.1–0.5 s),

2
√
2 A (0.5–1.1 s), −2

√
2 A (1.1–1.3 s), and finally 0 A (1.3–1.6 s). (a) isd and isq . (b) isα and isx. (c) Phase-a current. (d) Rotor speed.

Fig. 15. (Experiment) Transient response of the PI-PWM control for the current commands of i∗sd1 =
√
2 A, i∗sd2 = i∗sq2 = 0 A, i∗sq1 is set in the same way

as i∗sq of the MPC-31 in Fig. 14. (a) isd1 and isq1. (b) isα and isx. (c) Phase-a current. (d) Rotor speed.

a practically identical speed response as the one obtained for the
MPC-31, although the PI-PWM control has slight overshoots
and slower settling of the q-axis current.

Transient performance of the two schemes during q-axis
current reversal (at t = 0.5 s) is illustrated further using zoomed
extracts (see Fig. 16). The MPC-31 regulates the q-axis current
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Fig. 16. Zoomed extracts around 0.5 s time instant for (a) MPC-31 and
(b) PI-PWM control. A slower response and slight overshoot are seen in the
synchronous d−q currents of the PI-PWM control.

Fig. 17. (Experiment) Impact of incorrect rotor resistance setting on
(a) MPC-31 and (b) PI-PWM control. Rotor resistance is set to 50% (upper
graphs) and 150% (lower graphs) of the correct value. The same error was also
introduced to the predictive model in MPC-31.

within 0.002 s, whereas the PI-PWM control needs about 0.05 s
(accounting for the slow settling). It should be noted that this
comparison has been made more reliable by tuning the PI
controllers to give the best possible performance.

Since both control schemes rely on the slip speed estima-
tion according to (5) for field orientation, the robustness of
the control schemes against the slip speed estimation error
is investigated next. The same transient test, as in Figs. 14
and 15, is repeated, this time, with the rotor resistance in (5)
deliberately detuned by ±50% with respect to the correct value.
The same rotor resistance detuning is also introduced in the
predictive model of the MPC-31 scheme. Fig. 17 shows the
experimental results. It appears in Fig. 17 that MPC-31’s fast
transient is hardly affected by the detuning. The same applies
to PI-PWM control, except for the +50% value case, which
results in slightly longer settling duration than when the value
is correct (see Fig. 16). The problem with the results in Fig. 17
is that they show d−q currents in the detuned reference frame,
rather than in the true rotor-flux-oriented reference frame, and
the two are not the same any more. Hence, to examine the
behavior of the d- and q-axis in the true rotor-flux-oriented
reference frame, results in Fig. 17 are complemented with the
simulation results. Fig. 18 shows exactly the same traces for
the same conditions as Fig. 17, but obtained by simulation. It is

Fig. 18. (Simulation) Impact of incorrect rotor resistance setting on
(a) MPC-31 and (b) PI-PWM control. Rotor resistance is set to 50% (upper
graphs) and 150% (lower graphs) of the correct value. The same error was also
introduced to the predictive model in MPC-31.

Fig. 19. (Simulation) Impact of incorrect rotor resistance setting on
(a) MPC-31 and (b) PI-PWM control. Rotor resistance is set to 50% (upper
graphs) and 150% (lower graphs) of the correct value. The same error was also
introduced to the predictive model in MPC-31. True d−q currents in the true
rotor-flux-oriented reference frame are shown.

easy to ascertain that the agreement between Figs. 17 and 18 is
rather good.

Hence, the simulation results of the true d−q currents, shown
in Fig. 19, can be regarded as representative of true currents
in Fig. 17, for PI-PWM and MPC-31, and clearly show that
the impact of the detuning is essentially the same in both
control schemes, although, in the case of the MPC-31, detuning
is additionally present in the predictive model as well. Such
a behavior also fully validates the induction machine model
used as the basis for the MPC, which is formulated in the
rotor-flux-oriented reference frame without the q-axis rotor flux
component.

Finally, a summary of the comparison of current control
based on PI-PWM and FCS-MPC, together with some other
relevant aspects, is given in Table V.
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF CURRENT CONTROL TECHNIQUES

V. CONCLUSION

The impact of using subsets of the complete inverter switch-
ing state set as the control input of FCS-MPC is studied
first. The three considered sets are MPC-31, MPC-21, and
MPC-11. In spite of numerous nonideal properties in the experi-
ment, both simulation and experimental studies agree with each
other very well, with regard to trends exhibited by the various
current ripples in all three schemes.

All the schemes have similar ranges of average switching
frequencies in the simulations, as well as in the experiments,
with the experimental values being significantly higher.

It is shown that the MPC-31 and MPC-21 give practically
the same current ripple performance, which is better than
with the MPC-11. However, in order to reduce the computa-
tional time, one does not need to consider all the states as in
MPC-31, since the reduced set of MPC-21 suffices. As the
phase number increases, the number of states that have to be
included in the MPC will increase, but there will never be a
need to use all the states. For example, in a seven-phase system,
there are 128 states, but FCS-MPC will give the same ripple
characteristics regardless of whether all 128 states are used or a
reduced set of 43 states is considered.

Next, there is flexibility in selecting the secondary plane
current ripple weighting factor Wxy for MPC-21 and
MPC-31, whereas MPC-11 can be used for the sake of min-
imum implementation cost under the equal weighting condi-
tion, i.e., with Wxy = 1 (but with consistently higher current
ripple than MPC-21 and MPC-31, despite applying only small-
magnitude x−y voltage vectors).

A comparison of the FCS-MPC and the standard PI-PWM
current control performance is presented next. On average, the
MPC-31 gives 80% higher average phase current ripple than the
PI-PWM control in the experiments. This value is higher than
the one given by the flux/torque control using FCS-MPC in a
three-phase induction motor drive, i.e., about 20% [23]. This
is so, since PI-PWM in multiphase drives can easily achieve
practically zero average voltage values in all planes other than

the first, whereas FCS-MPC always applies a single switch-
ing state, thus inevitably causing excitation of the secondary
plane(s). The current ripple of FCS-MPC can be improved
by using a higher sampling frequency. This would, however,
lead to a higher switching stress and would also be difficult to
achieve with higher phase numbers, due to the increase in the
number of switching states and hence computational burden on
the DSP.

The MPC-31 shows a consistently faster current tracking
than the PI-PWM control. Tuning of the controller is sig-
nificantly easier than that of PI controllers. Additionally, the
MPC-31 has a much wider current control bandwidth compared
with the PI controllers, as shown by the ability to mitigate the
low-order rotor-slot-induced current harmonics (below about
200 Hz). The rotor resistance detuning study has shown that the
behavior of both current control schemes is dominated by the
detuning in the rotor angular speed calculations and is therefore
very much the same.
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